
CAUSE NO 

CHARLES CRENSHAW, M.D., S 
and QARY SHAH S 

S 
V. s 

s 
LAWRENCE SUTHERLAND, GEORGE § 
LUNDBERG, DENNIS BREO, THE S 
AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, S 
D/B/A JOURNAL OF AMERICAN S 
MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, THE DALLAS S 
MORNING NEWS and DAVID H. BELIN § 

73-93 

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF 

JOHNSON COUNTY, TEXAS 

18TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 

PLAINTIFFS^ FOURTH AMENDED ORIGINAL PETITION 

TO THE HONORABLE JUDGE OF SAID COURT: 

NOW COME Charles Crenshaw, M-D. and Gary Shaw, Plaintiffs, and 

file this their Fourth Amended Original Petition complaining of^ 

Lawrence Sutherland, George Lundberg, Dennis Breo, the American 

Medical Association d/b/a The Journal of the American Medical 

Association. The Dallas Morning News. and David W. Belin, 

Defendants, and for causes of action, would show as follows: 

I. 

PARTIES 

Charles Crenshaw, M.D. is a citizen and resident of 

Fort Worth, Texas, and Gary Shaw is a citizen and resident of 

Cleburne, Johnson County, Texas. 

Defendant Sutherland is a citizen and resident of Arlington, 

Texas, and has already been served with process and made his 

appearance herein. 

Defendant Lundberg is an individual who lives and resides in 

Illinois, but who is subject to jurisdiction under the Texas Long- 
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has already been served with process and has made his appearance 

herein. 

Defendant Breo is an individual who lives and resides in 

Illinois, but who is subject to jurisdiction under the Texas Long- 

Arm Statute and the United States Constitution. Defendant Breo has 

already been served with process and has made his appearance 

herein. 

Defendant American Medical Association d/b/a The Journal of 

tllS—Affi^tipan Medical Association (hereinafter "JAMA") , is a 

business entity that does business in Texas, and which has already 

been served with process and has made its appearance herein. 

Defendant 3?he Dallas Morning News is the assumed name for 

Dallas Morning News, Inc., a foreign corporation, that does 

business in Texas. Said Defendant has already been served with 

process and has made its appearance herein. 

Defendant David W. Belin is a resident of the State of Iowa, 

but who is subject to jurisdiction under the Texas Long-Arm Statute 

and the United States Constitution. Said Defendant has already 

been- served with process and has made his appearance herein. 

II. 

JURISDICTION 

Plaintiffs would show that the non-resident Defendants have 

done business in Texas within the meaning of the Texas Long-Arm 

Statute in that they have committed a tort or torts in whole or in 

part in Texas; and they are subject to jurisdiction in Texas under 

the U.S. Constitution in that they purposely availed themselves of 
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the benefits of Texas, it was foreseeable that they would be sued 

in Texas, and that it would be fair for them to defend such suit 

here. 

III. 

VENUE 

Venue is proper in Johnson County because Plaintiff Gary Shaw 

resides here, and this action is a suit for damages due to libel 

and slander against Plaintiffs. 

IV. 

FACTS 

This is a case about the abuse of media power, the violation 

of journalistic ethics, and the harm perpetrated againstf 

individuals in an effort to silence them. 

Good name in man and woman, dear my lord. 
Is the immediate jewel of their souls; 
Who steals my purse steals trash; 'tis something, 
nothing; 

'Twas mine, 'tis his, and has been slave to thousands; 
But he that filches from me my good name 
Robs me of that which not enriches him. 
And mcikes me poor indeed. 

Othello (1602-4) act 3, sc. 3, 1.155 

Following the release of the movie "JFK" in the late fall of 

1991, Defendant Belin (the self proclaimed most knowledgeable 

person in the world about the JFK assassination) embarked upon a 

crusade, which included a nationwide campaign to attack the movie 

"JFK" and those allegedly associated with the movie, including 

critics of the Warren Report like Plaintiffs. Such campaign made 

frequent use of the media, including appearances on television and 
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publication of written pieces in the print media across the 

country. Despite the fact (and perhaps due to the fact) that polls 

unanimously indicated that the overwhelming majority of Americans 

disagree with the Warren Report, Defendant Belin's usual tactic has 

been to personally attack such Warren Report critics, besmirching 

their reputations and integrity and calling them liars and 

profiteers. Defendant The Dallas Morning News was one of the media 

outlets that provided a welcome forum for Defendant Belin's 

attacks. 

Contemporaneously with Defendant Belin's campaign to attack 

those associated with the movie "JFK" and other Warren Report 

critics. Defendant Lundberg, who is and was editor-in-chief of 

JAMA, embarked upon an effort to utilize the pages of JAMA to' 

respond to the movie "JFK" and, in his words, "to set the record 

straight," under the guise of "objective," "scientific," "peer- 

reviewed," medical research. (In truth, the resulting defamatory 

JAMA articles were none of these things.) Indeed, Defendant 

Lundberg himself certainly was not objective or detached, since he 

was a personal friend of some of his interviewees and had a 

personal agenda. (Defendant Lundberg was even pictured and praised 

in the JAMA articles.) It was the intent of Defendants Lundberg, 

JAMA, and Breo (their writer) to utilize the seemingly credible and 

legitimate forum of JAMA, as well as the media and public relations 

apparatus of the AMA, to try to win back public opinion, silence 

the critics of the Warren Report, and terminate further discussion 

of the JFK assassination conspiracy controversy. 
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Plaintiff Crenshaw was a surgical resident who participated on 

the tratuna team at Parkland Hospital and in the efforts to save the 

life of President Kennedy on November 22, 1963. Two days later, on 

November 24, 1963, Dr. Crenshaw was also on the trauma team at 

Parkland that tried to save the life of Lee Harvey Oswald. Later, 

Dr. Crenshaw became and served as Chief of Surgery for John Peter 

Smith Hospital in Fort Worth, Texas. More recently Dr. Crenshaw 

stepped down as the active head of surgery at John Peter Smith 

Hospital, and, along with Plaintiff Shaw, co-authored the book JFK: 

Conspiracy of silence, which was published in the spring of 1992. 

Because bringing this important information to the public was 

Plaintiffs' paramount concern, the book was only printed in 

paperback and sold inexpensively. ^ 

Plaintiffs' book contains a rendition of Dr. Crenshaw's 

observations, as an eyewitness to history, regarding events that 

occurred at Parkland Hospital on that fateful weekend in November, 

1963. In the book. Dr. Crenshaw reported that he, along with other 

medical personnel at Parkland Hospital, observed a small wound of 

entrance in President Kennedy's throat and a large wound of exit in 

the rear of President Kennedy's head. These observations by 

Dr. Crenshaw regarding the nature and location of President 

Kennedy's wounds were consistent with the reports and testimony 

provided by other medical personnel who were also present in the 

Parkland emergency room on November 22, 1963. Dr. Crenshaw also 

expressed the opinion in his book that such observations regarding 

the nature and location of President Kennedy's wounds were 
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consistent with shots having been fired from the front of President 

Kennedy's limousine, an opinion that is inconsistent with 

conclusions stated in the Warren Report. Thus, Plaintiffs became, 

along with those associated with movie ''JFK'*, additional targets of 

the Defendants in their campaign to refute points made in "JFK” and 

to discredit critics of the Warren Report. Indeed, because of the 

timing of the release and initially favorable public reaction to 

Plaintiffs' book. Defendants the Journal of the American Medical 

Association, Lundberg and Breo expanded the scope of their scheme 

to include attacks upon Plaintiffs. 

In April, 1992, Defendant Belin traveled to Dallas, Texas to 

make one of his many speeches attacking critics of the Warrenj 

Report. Apparently on the same trip, he met with representatives 

of Defendant The Dallas Morning News. During that meeting. 

Defendant Belin wrongfully attacked critics of the Warren Report as 

persons "who tell lies about the assassination," "assassination 

sensationalists," and accused persons, like Plaintiffs, of 

"assassination profiteering." Defendant Belin even falsely claimed 

that' Plaintiff Crenshaw "typifies the disinformation." At or 

around the same time of Defendant Belin's meeting with Defendant 

The Dallas Morning News. Defendants Lundberg and Breo were working 

on their defamatory articles to be published in JAMA on May 27, 

1992. On May 17, 1992, Defendant The Dallas Morning News published 

excerpts from the "interview" with Defendant Belin, including some 

of Defendant Belin's defamatory remarks. However, the lengthy 

interview was substantially reduced and questions were fabricated 
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or altered by Defendant The News to focus the published excerpts on 

Defendant Belin's attacks on Plaintiffs. 

On May 18, 1992, Defendants Lundberg and Breo traveled to 

New York City to finalize plans and prepare for a large media event 

conceived by Defendant Lundberg. At Defendant Lundberg's request, 

a press conference was to be held in New York City concerning the 

defamatory JAJIA articles, because it was believed that more media 

publicity would be generated in New York. On that same date, other 

representatives of the AMA, working for Defendants Lundberg and 

iIAM/ made numerous contacts with members of the media to build up 

the press conference scheduled for the next day. 

On May 19, 1992, Defendants JAMA. Lundberg, and Breo, 

conducted and/or participated in a well-planned, well-orchestrated, 

major press conference for the media in New York City, which was 

attended by many representatives of the print and television media, 

including the major television networks and representatives of the 

national print media. The purpose of the press conference was to 

generate as much media attention as possible in order to publicize 

and promote the defamatory JAMA articles and Defendants' attacks on 

Plaintiffs. Said Defendants' plan was successful, in that the 

press conference was well attended and covered by the media, and 

news reports concerning the press conference and the defamatory 

JAMA articles were publicized across the nation. Defendant 

Lundberg even stood behind a podium or lectern that contained the 

official AMA seal, logo or emblem, so that photographs and videos 

^mken of Defendant Lundberg during the press conference would show 
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th« AMA seal, logo or amblam. Tha rasult was to giva tba falsa 

imprassion that Dafandant Lundbarg's statamants wara mada on babalf 

of tha AM* or at laast with tha andorsamant of tha AMA/ whan in 

truth, nona of what Dafandants Lundbarg, Brao, or JAMA said or 

publishad at tha press confer anca or in tha defamatory 

articles were the official position of the AMA, nor were such 

statements endorsed by the AMA. As part of this we 11-orchestrated 

media blitz, Defendant Lundberg gave an interview with a reporter 

for Defendant The Dallas Morning News on May 19, 1992, and on 

May 20, 1992, Defendant The Dallas Morning News published a front 

page article concerning the press conference and the defamatory 

JAMA articles and the attacks on Plaintiffs. 

During the press conference on May 19, 1992, Defendant 

Lundberg, in writing and orally, falsely described Plaintiffs' book 

as a "sad fabrication based upon unsubstantiated allegations.” 

Defendant Lundberg further claimed that the motivations for those 

millions of Americans, like Plaintiffs, who believe that there was 

a conspiracy behind the assassination of President Kennedy, "are 

paranoia, desire for personal recognition and public visibility, 

and profit," and he suggested that the press conference and 

defamatory JAMA articles might silence "the honest conspiracy 

theorists who have simply not had access to the [Defendants' 

alleged] facts." Defendant Lundberg further stated the "hope" that 

by virtue of the press conference and defamatory JAMA articles, 

"the entire current generation that has been fed docufiction on 

this matter as if it were truth will cease to be mislead." 
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Defendant Breo, at the May 19, 1992 press conference and in 

the articles that he wrote for the May 27, 1992 edition of JAMA, 

sought to discredit Plaintiffs' book by wrongfully attacking the 

integrity of Plaintiffs, including the false suggestions that 

Dr. Crenshaw was not even present when the emergency treatment was 

provided to President Kennedy at Parkland Hospital on November 22, 

1963, that Dr. Crenshaw was supposedly not mentioned in the 

testimony to the Warren Commission, that Dr. Crenshaw's 

descriptions of the nature and locations of President Kennedy's 

wounds were inconsistent with the descriptions given by all of the 

other medical personnel who saw the wounds, and that no telephone 

call was received at Parkland Hospital by someone claiming to be 

President Lyndon Johnson when Lee Harvey Oswald was given emergency^ 

treatment there on November 24, 1963. Defendant Breo also accused 

Plaintiffs of being ''defamers of the truth^i in the defeunatory 

articles published by Defendant JAMA on May 27, 1992. All of these 

accusations were and are false. In truth, at least five different 

witnesses specifically testified to the Warren Commission about 

Dr. Crenshaw's presence and participation in the efforts to save 

President Kennedy on November 22, 1963, facts readily available to 

Defendants since the testimony appeared in one of the Warren 

Commission Report volumes, which also included an index that listed 

Dr. Crenshaw and the seven references to him in the testimony. 

Also, niimerous witnesses who observed President Kennedy's wounds on 

November 22, 1963, have described them in a way consistent with the 

observations of Dr. Crenshaw. Many of these descriptions were also 
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clearly revealed in the testimony to the Warren Commission,‘some of 

which appears in the same volume that refers to Dr. Crenshaw, and 

in reports by Parkland physicians that were in the summary volume 

that Defendant Breo claims that he read. Additionally, other 

witnesses who were present at Parkland Hospital on November 24, 

1963, recall the telephone call from someone claiming to be 

President Johnson. 

The defamatory JAMA articles that were authored by Defendant 

Breo, edited by Defendant Lundberg, and published in JAMA on 

May 27, 1992, were masterfully conceived, slickly written and 

cleverly worded to give the superficial impression of being based 

on scientific research. In truth, the articles were deceptive and 

in fact, were not objective or well researched; they were not even^ 

scientific or subjected to outside peer review. Defendant Lundberg 

was clearly not objective, and Defendant Breo was obviously not 

knowledgeable about the evidence related to the JFK assassination 

(probably by design). Indeed, no expert on the JFK assassination 

at all reviewed the defamatory JAMA articles before publication. 

The articles did, however, successfully accomplish the purpose of 

creating false impressions regarding Plaintiffs. 

The false accusations made by Defendants JAMA. Lundberg, and 

Breo concerning Plaintiffs were also all made without any attempt 

by said Defendants to even interview or talk with either Plaintiff, 

which resulted in the one-sided, biased, and inaccurate stories 

that occurred. (Of course, if said Defendants had bothered to 

interview Plaintiffs, the Defendants would also have been referred 
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to the Warren Commission testimony regarding Dr. Crenshaw's 

presence in Trauma Room 1 and of the witnesses pertaining to the 

LBJ phone call, which would have deprived said Defendants of their 

ability to later claim lack of knowledge of such information, i.e. 

plausible deniability.) The fact that said Defendants had failed 

to even try to interview Dr. Crenshaw was pointed out in an article 

written by Dr. Lawrence K. Altman, which was published in the 

New York Tiroes on Wednesday, May 20, 1992, the day after the JAMA 

press conference. Dr. Altman's article also pointed out additional 

errors in said Defendants' statements concerning Dr. Crenshaw. 

Dr. Altman wrote: 

"But the full [Warren] report makes several references to 
Dr. Crenshaw. In two. Dr. Charles R. Baxter and 
Dr. Robert McClelland, two of the Dallas doctors 
interviewed by Mr. Breo, told the Warren Commission that 
Dr. Crenshaw was in the emergency room.” 

(Indeed, Dr. McClelland had told Defendant Breo the same thing, yet 

he published the false statements to the contrary.) On May 26, 

1992, the New York Times published a second article by Dr. Altman, 

in which he pointed out additional errors in JAMA's accusations 

concerning Dr. Crenshaw. Dr. Altman wrote: 

"The merit of the book aside, it turns out that the 
journal's research was less than thorough. It did not 
try to interview Dr. Crenshaw. Although the Dallas 
doctors [allegedly] told the journal they never saw 
Dr. Crenshaw in the Kennedy trauma room, two actually had 
told the Warren Commission that he was a member of the 
team. ... Dr. Crenshaw was also on the team that tried 
to resuscitate Lee Harvey Oswald after the assassin was 
shot, and one of Dr. Crenshaw's most astonishing 
assertions is that he answered a call from the new 
President Lyndon B. Johnson, who asked about Oswald's 
condition. ... In the journal interviews. Dr. Charles 
Baxter, the emergency room chief, denied that such a call 
was received by any doctor. But the denial came from a 
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surgeon who could not have known about the call because 
he was not present during Oswald's surgery. Dr. Crenshaw 
said. Indeed, another doctor has confirmed such a call, 
although the details and who made it are not clear. The 
doctor... said he had long remembered reports of two 
White House telephone calls to the operating room.” 

Both of Dr. Altman's articles that were published in the 

New York Tiroes were made available and/or received by Defendants 

JAMA/ Lundberg, and Breo before the May 27, 1992 official 

P^^^icAtion date of the JAMA edition that contained the defamatory 

^i^ticles written by Defendant Breo. Said Defendants even 

researched the criticisms leveled by Dr. Altman and confirmed that 

they were justified, yet no effort whatsoever was made by said 

Defendants to retract or correct the errors before or after 

publication. Additionally, JAMA received complaints via telephone^ 

calls and letters from members of the American Medical Association 

and other knowledgeable readers again citing the false and 

defamatory statements made about Dr. Crenshaw in the JAMA articles, 

yet the false statements were never retracted or corrected by said 

Defendant. Instead, Mark Stuart (the director of AMA's 

media/public relations office in New York City) responded to one 

such complaint by calling Plaintiffs' book "a pack of lies.” 

Furthermore, in a reply to a letter to JAMA that criticized 

Defendants JAMA and Breo for falsely suggesting that Dr. Crenshaw 

was not even present in Parkland's Trauma Room 1 when President 

Kennedy was treated. Defendant Breo quoted from the defamatory 

remarks that he had made at the May 19, 1992 press conferences 

For years the American public has been hearing from 
people who were not in Trauma Room 1 in Dallas and were 
not in the autopsy room at Bethesda [Md], and yet, whjo 
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have claimed to know what must have happened during the 
medical care of President Kennedy. What we now have are 
the reports of the physicians who were on the scene ... 
We pow have the facts about these critical events in the 
words of the only people who know these facts — the very 
facts that the conspiracy theorists have chosen to 
ignore. 

(Emphasis supplied.) These defamatory remarks were republished by 

Defendant JAMA on October 7, 1992, long after said Defendants were 

fully aware of the evidence that Dr. Crenshaw was indeed on the 

scene and in Trauma Room 1 when President Kennedy was taken to 

Parkland on November 22, 1963. 

Subseguently, the defamatory JAMA articles were even reprinted 

and redistributed by Defendants long after being knowledgeable 

about the false statements concerning Plaintiffs. One such reprint 

was sent, along with a "News Release," to ABC's "Good Morning^ 

America" program in an apparent attempt to sabotage Dr. Crenshaw's 

appearance there. Defendants JAMA. Lundberg, and Breo have not 

been able to identify a single other article published in JAMA 

where any other physician was attacked and treated in a manner 

similar to that perpetrated against Dr. Crenshaw in the defamatory 

articles in question. 

Consistent with Defendant The Dallas Morning News' biased and 

unfair coverage of news concerning the JFK assassination (which 

coverage has favored Warren Report supporters like Defendants 

Belin, Lundberg, and Breo, and disfavored witnesses and researchers 

who have been critical of the Warren Report), Defendant The Dallas 

Morning News published an editorial on May 24, 1992, (prior to the 

official May 27, 1992 publication date of the defamatory JAMA 
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articles), that praised and commended the JAMA articles and those 

who were supposedly quoted therein in a way that allegedly 

the conclusions of the Warren Commission. In contrast 

the editorial criticized "those who have profited by writing 

Kennedy assassination books heavy on paranoia and light on facts," 

and who espouse "hysterical conspiracy claims" and who 

"irresponsibly seeks to distort the record," all language 

coincidentally similar to the remarks made by Defendant Lundberg at 

t^he JAMA press conference in New York City a few days earlier. 

Defendant Ths Pajjas Morning News obtained copies of the JAMA 

articles in advance of publication and provided same to Defendant 

Sutherland for purposes of writing another article attacking 

Plaintiffs. This article was published by Defendant The Dallas^ 

Mgrning—Hews on June 28, 1992. In that article. Defendant 

Sutherland relied heavily upon the defamatory JAMA articles and 

falsely described Plaintiffs' book as "peddling lies" and 

wrongfully attacked Dr. Crenshaw's credibility, even though he 

never interviewed Dr. Crenshaw or co-author Shaw, in contrast to 

written policy of Defendant The Dallas Morning News. Defendant 

accused Dr. Crenshaw of lying when he described a large 

wound that he observed in the back of President Kennedy's head, 

even though Defendant Sutherland knew that other physicians at 

Parkland had described the wound similarly. Without bothering to 

interview any other witnesses either. Defendant Sutherland and 

Defendant The Dallas Morning News republished some of the other 

false allegations contained in the defamatory JAMA articles (see 
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above) that is, that Plaintiffs supposedly made up Dr. Crenshaw's 

important observations for alleged personal gain and attempting to 

belie the phone call to Parkland Hospital on November 24, 1992 by 

someone claiming to be LBJ. In July, 1992, shortly after 

publication of the defamatory Sutherland article, a letter was 

written to Defendant The Dallas Morning News by the former chief 

telephone operator at Parkland Hospital, who confirmed 

Dr. Crenshaw's recollection concerning the telephone call to 

Parkland on November 24, 1963 by someone claiming to be LBJ; yet 

Defendant The Dallas Morning News refused publication of the 

letter, and Defendants Sutherland and The Dallas Morning News 

failed and refused to retract the false statements in the article 

concerning that point. ^ 

The defamatory JAMA articles referred to above were published 

and distributed to hundreds of thousands of Dr. Crenshaw's peers in 

the AMA, and through the media and otherwise, to millions of 

readers, listeners, and viewers. The defamatory publications in 

Th^ Dallas Morning News were published and distributed to hundreds 

of thousands, if not millions, of subscribers and readers of The 

JigvjS/ it being the only major daily newspaper published in Dallas. 

The defamatory Belin interview, editorial, and Sutherland article 

were each published in Sunday editions of The News, which had the 

paper's largest daily circulation: in excess of 800,000 each. 

Dr. Crenshaw attempted to respond to Defendants' defamatory 

attacks upon him by holding a press conference in June 1992 in 

Washington, D.C., but the press conference was not well attended by 
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the media and received little or no coverage. Defendants did not 

publish anything about Dr. Crenshaw's response. 

None of the Defendants bothered to even try to interview 

Plaintiffs before making their false and defamatory accusations. 

Furthermore, Plaintiffs sought retractions from Defendants before 

instituting this litigation, but were refused. Moreover, 

Plaintiffs submitted a rebuttal article to Defendant JAMA, which 

was denied publication. (A true and correct copy of the rebuttal 

article to JAHA is attached hereto as Exhibit ''A.” Instead, it was 

suggested by JAMA that a letter to the editor be submitted (with a 

500“word limitation). Plaintiffs complied with this request, but 

publication of the letter to the editor of JAMA was then also^ 

refused by Defendant JAMA. (A true and correct copy of the letter 

the editor of JAMA is attached hereto as Exhibit "B.”) 

On or about February 9, 1992, Defendant The Dallas Morning 

lieMS did agree to publish Plaintiffs' rebuttal article, but after 

it was prepared and sent to said Defendant, Defendant The Dal lay 

Mgfhinq News reneged on the agreement and refused to publish the 

rebuttal article. (A true and correct copy of the rebuttal article 

to Ib.g N?wg is attached hereto as Exhibit "C.") However, on 

Sunday, April 18, 1993, Defendant The Dallas Morning News did 

publish in the "Corrections, Clarifications" portion of the paper 

the following: "it was not the intent of The News to suggest that 

the book authors misstated the facts of Dr. Crenshaw's involvement 

as a physician at Parkland Memorial Hospital attending President 

Kennedy on November 22, 1963 and Lee Harvey Oswald on November 24, 
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1963/ or they had done so out of a motive for profit or any 

improper purpose.” Such correction or clarification was contained 

among other self-serving language that tended to offset its 

®i^igating effect. Such publication was also too little too late. 

Furthermore, Defendant The Dallas Morning News later indicated 

that an edited rebuttal article would be published only if 

Flsintiffs released their claims for damages caused by Defendants 

Sutherland and The News. (A true and correct copy of The News> 

r®buttal article, which has not been published, is attached 

hereto as Exhibit "D.”) Even later. Defendant JAMA indicated that 

it might publish a retraction only if Plaintiffs dismissed their 

suit to recover for the damages already caused to them. The 

reality is that Plaintiffs have suffered damages resulting from the 

foregoing defamations, which subjected Plaintiffs to public hatred, 

scorn, and ridicule, with resulting embarrassment and humiliation, 

and loss of book sales (Plaintiff's book was knocked from the 

bestsellers' list); damages for which Defendants have refused to 

make amends. 

V. 

JOINDER 

Plaintiffs adopt and incorporate herein Paragraph IV above. 

Fl^-^utiffs maintain that Defendants' false allegations concerning 

them and their book are defamatory, and that all of the foregoing 

statements constitute legally actionable defamation against both 

Plaintiffs. The statements were not only false, but were also made 
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with knowledge of their falsity and/or with reckless indifference 

to the truth, resulting in damages to both Plaintiffs for which 

they are entitled to legal redress under Texas law. In accordance 

with Texas Rule of Civil Procedure 40, Plaintiffs specifically 

maintain that all Defendants may be joined in this action because 

Plaintiffs assert against them jointly, separately, or in the 

* right to legal relief in respect of or rising out of 

the same transaction, occurrence, or series of transactions or 

occurrences (the defamatory statements and republications thereof) , 

and questions of law and fact common to all of them will arise in 

this action. 

VI. 

ACTUAL DAMAGES ^ 

It has been eloquently stated that "a reputation once broken 

may possibly be repaired, but the world will always keep their eyes 

on the spot where the crack was." 

Plaintiffs adopt and incorporate herein Paragraphs IV and V 

above, and based upon such facts, would show that on occasions from 

May 17, 1992, to date. Defendants individually and/or in concert 

and/or conspiracy have made and/or otherwise published defamatory 

comments about Plaintiffs that were false, made with knowledge of 

such falsity or reckless indifference to the truth, and which were 

a proximate cause of damages to Plaintiffs and their reputations 

for which Plaintiffs seek to recover actual damages in accordance 

with Texas law (see paragraph IX below). Plaintiffs also seek to 

recover prejudgment interest in accordance with Texas law. 
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VII. 

EXEMPLARY DAMAGES 

Plaintiffs adopt and incorporate herein paragraphs IV, V and 

VI above, and also maintain that the defamatory comments were done 

intentionally, maliciously and/or recklessly with conscious 

indifference to the rights of Plaintiffs, and with the knowledge 

and intent that the area of the damaging impact of their defamation 

n^clude Texas, including Johnson County. Accordingly, 

Plaintiffs additionally seek to recover exemplary damages. 

VIII. 

RESTITDTIOM 

Plaintiffs would further show that Defendants JAMA and Thef 

Hofninq News received economic and/or financial benefit by 

reason of their defamations against Plaintiffs, and that, 

therefore, such Defendants owe full restitution to Plaintiffs to 

prevent unjust enrichment. 

IX. 

BREACH OP CONTRACT 

Plaintiffs would also show that Defendant The Dallas Morning 

agreed to publish a rebuttal article tendered by or on behalf 

of Plaintiffs, which agreement was supported by valuable 

consideration, but that said Defendant breached that agreement. 

Such breach of contract also resulted in damages to Plaintiffs, for 

which Plaintiffs seek actual damages, plus attorney's fees. 
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X. 

RULE 47 

Plaintiffs seek to recover the amount of damages to be fairly 

decided and determined by a jury of fine citizens of Johnson 

County, Texas. However, as required by Texas Rules of Civil 

Procedure 47, Plaintiffs hereby assert that the maximum amount of 

damages claimed in this suit, including past and future actual 

damages (costs of publishing corrections, damages to their 

reputations, mental anguish and emotional distress, loss of book 

sales and royalties), exemplary damages, as well as attorneys^ fees 

from Defendant The Dallas Morning News, is $35 million dollars. 

WHEREFORE, PREMISES CONSIDERED, Plaintiffs pray that they 

have judgment against Defendants, jointly and severally, for their 

actual damages, prejudgment interest thereon, and exemplary 

damages, and that Plaintiffs recover attorney's fees against 

Defendant The Dallas Morning News, and that Plaintiffs have such 

other and further relief to which they may be entitled. 
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Respectfully submitted, 

Strasburger & Price, L.L.P. 
4300 NationsBank Plaza 
P.O. Box 50100 
Dallas, Texas 75250 
(214) 651-4300 
(214) 651-4330 (Telecopier) 

DAN BOULWARE 
State Bar No. 02704000 

McLean & Boulware Attorneys at Law 
116 East Henderson 
Cleburne, Texas 76031 
(817) 645-3700 

ATTORNEYS FOR PLAINTIFFS ^ 
CHARLES CRENSHAW, M.D. 
AND GARY SHAH 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

This is to certify that a true and correct copy of the above 
and foregoing document has been forwarded to all counsel of record 
on this the l^-tia-day of 1994. 
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LETS SET THE RECORD STRAIGHT 

DR. CHARLES CRENSHAW REPLIES 

CApinoziinatdy 6800 words) 

The May 27, 1992 usue of JAMA included two articles dealing with medical aspects of die 

assassination of President John F. Kennedy. Both were written by Dennis L Breo. The first of these two 

articles drew on interviews with two of the autopsy pathologists, Dr. James J. Humes and Dr. J. Thornton 

Boswell. The second article, "Dallas MDs Recall Their Memories," is sard to be based on interviews with 

Dallas doctors who participated in the treatment of President Kennedy at Parkland Hospital just Tnmi.r— 

after he was shot. Both jAMA articles contained attacks on me and my book, JFK: Consnirarv nf 

In that book, published in early 1992,1 stated: 

1. diat I participated in the treatment of President Keimedy at Parkland Hospital; 

2. that I observed both his head wotmd and throat wound and diat my mHiVal vvas 

that both woimds resulted ftom shots which struck him firom die front; 

3. that autopsy photographs which I have been shown, said to depict the two wounds, are 

incompatible widi the nature and location of the wounds I saw in the emergency room; 

41 that many of my Dallas colleagues reported the woimds to be in die same location and to 

be of die same nature that I had observed; 

5. diac I participated in the treatment of Lee Harvey Oswald on Sunday, November 24, when 

he was brmi^ to Paridand; 

6. that vtfaile Oswald was being treated, I was called to a telephone in the operating room, 

where I talked with President Lyndon Johnson, who told me that there was a person present 

in die operating room to take a death-bed confession fi:om Oswald. 
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IWM both hurt and angered by the attacks on my credibUity in the JAMA article*. I them 

to be distortion* of the facts and to be mean-spirited in their tone. I wiU not engage in requital, nor will 

I resort to the inflammatory and damaging rhetoric used against me. Instead, I wiU refute, point-by-point, 

the allegations made against me and my book. 

The reader will notice another fundamental difference between this article and Breo’s articles 

attacking me: I wtfl cjf^ ^4 document every satement. The previous article contained no endnotes 

or citations. If author Breo had turned to the previous statements of the Dalla.t dortom h# ini-e^ewed. he 

IWY^ fewhd th»t those statements contradicted what they were teUing him, and rhat in fart 

gI]6Yi9W mttmfflB. <?9ntemporaneous and under oath, support my description of the Pttjsidenf a wounds. 

The official record devastates the points Breo attempted to make. 

glUDftf AFTERNOON: PARKLAND HOSPITAL ^ 

Just after 12:40 P.M. on Friday, November 22,1 entered Trauma Room 1 at Parkland Hospital wi* 

Dr. Bob McQelland.^ Several other Parkland docton were already there. President Kennedy lay, mortally 

wounded, on a stretcher. For the next several minutes, I helped administrate emergency treatment to the 

President and 1 observed both his throat wound and the wound at the right rear of his hrad 

I helped to remove President Kennedy’s trousers and Or. Ken Salyer and 1 performed a cutdown and 

inser^ an IV cathetn- which fed Ringer's solution into Keimedy’s tight leg.^ At the rim* other 

Parkland doctors were performing a tracheostomy, inserting chest tubes, and doing a aimilar cutdown on 

the left leg.^ 

Two wounds were vMUe. There was a small, round opening in the fiont of the midlin* of the 

throat.^ This ba^iM the site of Dr. Malcolm Perry’s tracheostomy incision. In foe o^Hpimparifai region 

at the right rear of the head, there was an avulsive wound nearly as large as a fist. Bone, aealp ^nd h*ir 

were missing in the region, and brain tissue, including much of the cerebellum, was hanging flt>m the 

opening.^ I considered the ^uoat wound to be an entrance wound and the large head wound to be an exit 
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W9yn4 Ai^M WKfa nmY ?f mV Paridffl<l coU^agye^.} beji^v^j ^r the time that Pn^idmt Kenn^ 

hit twice from the front. 1 still believe this today. 

The author of the J^MA article had the audacity to question whether or not I was even present in 

Trauma Room 1. At one point. Dennis Breo wrote. 'Crenshaw, who was a surgical resident in 1963. is not 

mentioned in the Warren Commission’s 888-page summary report...-^ At another point, he wrote, "Since 

it is hard to prove a negative, no one can say with certainty what some suspect-that Crenshaw was not even 

m the trauma room, none of the four [Parkland doctors interviewed by Breo] recalls ever seeing him at the 

scene.*^ 

In actual fact, my presence in Trauma Room 1 was noted in sworn testimony before the Warren 

Commission 8 times by 5 different doctors and nurses who saw me there.® Dr 

aPPafffltlY m 9no h9 cptil4 hof rec^ seeing me there, states in his Warren Commission tesrimnnv 

ijjaUtei^ So does Dr. Robert McOeUand, who entered the room with me.^® Dr. Don Curtis^^and nutse^ 

Margaret Hinchcliflfel2 also testified that I was present Dr. Ken Salyer, who worked with me on the 

Presidenifs IV, told the Commission the following: 

SPECTER. 

SALYER. 

^SPECTOR. 

SALYER. 

To r^duit extent did Dr. Crenshaw participate? 

Dr. Crenshaw participated about the extent diat I did. We were occupied in maifmj 

sure an I.V. was going and hanging up a botde of blood. 

Is thesis Dr. Crenshaw a resident? 

Yes, he is a third-year resident That’s the reason I remember him specifically 

because wc were sort of working together fiiere on that^® 

The record makes it amply clear *at I was in Trauma Room 1 doing precisely what I wrote in 

SSBfPifi^Y 9f Why, tha, did Breo make his innuendos? I believe a major purpose for the May, 

1992, articles was to discredit Charles Crenshaw, and that their author and editor either didn't bodier to 

check the official record or chose to ignore what they found there. 
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SUNDAy:THEWHriEHOUSR: gCAlJ-S 

In my book. I told of being on duty at Parkland when Lee Harvey Oswald was brought there, and 

of assisting with his treatment. While I was in the room, I observed a large man in a 

scrub suit, with a gun visible in his pockeL^^ j government agent, 

and I handed him a sterile mask.^^ At one point, a nurse tapped me on the shoulder and asked me to take 

a telephone call. In an adjoining office, I talked with President Lyndon Johnson, who told me that we 

1 
should try to get a confession from Oswald and that a person was present for the purpose of t-aUng rh^- 

confession. 

In an attempt to refute this, JAMA quotes Dr. Baxter: "Did that happen? Heavens no..imagine that, 

the President of the United Sutes piersonally calls for Charles Crenshaw.*^® 

Il did twppcn and there is ample proof, it should first be noted ffiat I have never Hut 

President Johnson caUed personaUyfiame. I was simply upped on the shoulder by a nurse to take the cali 

But the call did occur 

1. Dr. Philip E. Williams, Dallas neurosurgeon, told the New York 

T vividly remember someone said...the White House is calling and President 

Johnson wants to know what the sutus of Oswald is. I heard the in the 

operating room, and it was not Dr. Creruhaw's book or anyone else who revived my 

thoughts about this because 1 have said this for years 

2. Ms. Phyllis Bartlett was the chief telephone operator at Parkland Hospital rhat- gju 

definitely remembers taking the call from a man wrtio identified himaolf as President 

Johnson, then tcansferring the call to the operating room. It was Ms. Bardett who 

dlKMinected the line wdiile I was talking to Johnson. She was attempting to transfo' the 

President to the public relations office. Ms. Bartlett wrote to the Dallas Mnminy on 

July 15. 1992; 

There very definitely was a phone call from a man with a loud voice, who 
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idamified himself as Lyndon Johnson, and he was connected to the operating room phone 

during Ostvald’s surgery.*^® 

3. The presence of federal agents in the operating room is also well documented. Alex Rosen 

of the FBI was ordered by Director Hoover to get a man to Parkland to get a from 

the accused assassin. Rosen stated that he has contacted Forrest Sorrels of the naiu. Secret 

Service office. Sorrels says an agent is already there. The time is 12:18 in Dallas.^! The 

Pal^M Thoo*Ilerald of Sunday, December 22.1963, carried a story that an agent wearing 

hospital clothing and a face mask had waited in vain for a confession hum Oswald. In 

response to this, Dallas SAIC Gordon Shanklin sent an AIRTEL to Hoover which stated in 

part: *SA Qrarles T. Brown and SA Wallace R. Heitman made arrangi»Tn»nt!i ro be availabie 

in the event Oswald regained consciousness. In order to save time and be immediately 

available, these agents did don operating clothing and took positions outside the 

room.*^ 

But tire agents did enter the roonu Dr. Paid Peters, who was present anj «tt#fw<ing 

Oswald, said: 

There were Secret Service men intermingled with the operating room 

peisonneL..some were dressed in green cloffies as the suigeons...two or three 

shouted in his ear, *Did you do it? Did you do it?*^ 

4. In the *20>2(y story which ABC did on my book, the network reported on an examination 

of the Johnsrm log for the time period while Oswald was being Quoting hwtr>rian 

vmiiam Manchester, ABC reported that Johnson had just told Bobby Kermerfy *We^w got 

t^get involved, weVe got to do something,* or words to that effect.^ 

Once again die JAMA articles are incorrect. There is clear and convincing evidence of bodi die 

White House telephone call and die presence of federal agents in the operating room - as I stated. 
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THBPWBSPBrrrswffffxy 

Tbere is no doubt in my mind that the attacks on me by a professional journal last 

occasioned by my assertion that President Kennedy’s wounds indicated to a doctor present on the scene that 

he had been shot from the front, which meant, of course, a conspiracy. The wound I saw in President 

Kennedy’s throat was clearly a smooth and rounded entry wound. The wound in the right rear of the h*ad. 

both in its location and its nature, must have been inflicted from the front. As I have stated, my conclusion 

in Trauma Room 1 was that fliese wounds were made by two shots striking President Kennedy from the 

front^ That is still my firm conclusion today. And the official record - ignored by Breo and JAMA - will 

show that I was not alone in those conclusions. 

Dennis Breo talked with several of the Parkland doctors about their erqperiences and my Iwrk Jim 

Cameo, Manon T. Tepper* Jenkins, Charles Baxter and Malcolm Perry were interviewed. In of the fact 

that Breo visited in Dallas, he made no effort to contact me or to get my side of the story. All four of 

fonner colleagues are quoted as having condemned my conclusions about shots from the front and asserted 

tfut what they saw in the Trauma Room 1 was completely compatible with the autopsy photographs, as well 

as the autopsy findings which concluded that Keimedy was shot twice fiiom the rear nor 

As JAMA presented it, this was a case of four Dallas doctors standing firmly apinf Qr. Charles 

Crenshaw, sensationalist. These doctors, if quoted correctly, seemed to question evetyffiing from motive to 

sanity. Dr. Baxter is said to have stated fliat the only motive he could find for me was "a desire for perstmal 

recogmtion and monetary gain‘d; Dr. Perry, according to the article, said I was on TV ’saying ffiis bogus 

stuff to teach out for his day in the sun’27.£jr Carrico apparendy decided I had dreams of grandeur^; while 

Dr. Jenkins, according to the artide, said, ’Crenshaw's conclusions ate dead wtong.’^® 

Was I oumumbered? No, not at all. My strongest ally went umnendoned by JAMA. My strongest 

ally is the record - the t^Sdal record - die statements made by Drs. Perry, Baxter, Carrico and Jenkins long 

before they ever talked to Dennis Breo and JAMA. The strongest "witnesses’ against -IAMA ami the four 

Dallas doctors are the doctors themselves! 
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HM pnvious <^Bdal statamcnts of thes« four doctors, which we will now come from three 

source*; 

1. CE 392. This Warren Commission Exhibit consists of statements written by many Parkland 

doctors within 2-3 hours of having attended President Kennedy. The statements in CE 392, 

many of them handwritten, are of immense significance. Not only are they the first 

accounts of President Kennedy’s wounds based on observation by trained medical personnel, 

they are also ’pme* medical data. That is, when Dis. Perry, Baxter, Jertkins, Carrico and 

others wrote their CE 392 statements on Friday afternoon, they had no knowledge of 

"single-bullet theory," Oswald, "Grassy Knoll," School Book Depository or other evidentiary 

factors to affect opinioiu. They also stand as the only recorded medical opinions about 

Kennedy’s wounds before the body was illegally taken from Dallas by the Secrac Service. 

383 HI f9W4 m WMTffl Report. PPV 51^537. and should be read bv any person wfa<^ 

k ESauiadY intg<st«i in knowing where President Kennedy was shot. It is a shmne that 

Dennis Breo didn’t read CE 392 before he went to Dallas. 

2. Warren Commission (WQ testimony. All four doctors testified under before the 

Warren Omimission in March of 1964. 

3. DcpositiiHis given to die House Select Committee on Assassinations (HSCA) in 1977. 

Carrico, Jenkins and Perry were deposed during 1977, again under oath. 

When we examine the four doctors’ previous statements, we find that, instead of refuting my 

observations, they actually support them. 

X 

DR. MALGCXJyi PBRRT 

Perry and Kennedy’^ Head Wound 

Within hours of seeing President Kermedy’s body, Malcolm Perry described the bead wound as "a 

large wound of the right posterior cranium."^^ Four months later, in testimony before the Warren 

Commission, Perry would call it "a large avulsive wound of the right occipitoparietal atea*^^and noted that 
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“both scalp and portions of the skull were absent...-32 1977 ^ deposition for the HSCA, Peny stated 

that ...the panetal occipital head wound was largely avulsive.*^^ 

These three references to the head wound are dearly consistent with each other. But, as can be 

dearly seen, they are also dearly consistent with my own description of the head wound. The three times 

Malcolm Perry has described John F. Kenned/s head wound to an official government body, he as agreed 

with my description, both in its location and its appearance. 

Peny and the CerebeQum 

When Malcolm Peny gave his HSCA deposition, he suted; TTrere was visible brain tissue in the 

macard and some cerebeUum was seen."34 Both Malcolm Perry and I saw cerebeUar tissue in the head 

woimd. 

Peny and the Throat Wound 

Malcolm Peny was in a unique position to observe the wound in the midline of die throat. He 

the tracheostomy incision through that throat wound and inserted a tracheostomy tube. Within an hour of 

President Kennedy’s death, Malcolm Peny was in a classroom at Parkland Hospital. Kennedy’s 

wounds to newsmen. A transcript of the press conference exists. In his sutements, Malcolm Peny three 

times identifies the tiiroat wound he has just seen as an entrance woundi 

Where was the entrance wound? 

There was an entrance wound in the neck. (Emph«w added) 

Which way was the bullet coming on die neck wound? At him? 

It tqipeared to be coming at him.^^ 

Qatar in conference) 

Doctm, describe the entrance wound. You think from the front of die throat? 

The wou^ appeared to be an entrance wound in the front of die throat; yes, that 

is correct.^^ (Emphasis added) 

By the following day, evidence had emerged suggesting that the shots which struck Kennetfy had 

come from the Texas School Book Depository above and behind him. Nonetheless, Peny to Boston 

Q. 

PERRY. 

0- 

PERRY. 

Q. 
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Sasbirtporttr Hubert Black and continued to hold that a bullet had entered the front of the throat: It may 

have been that tha President was looking up or sideways with his head thrown back when the bullet or 

buUets struck hinu’^^ It is clear tfiat on the weekend of the assassination, Malcolm Perry apparently felt the 

wound in the President’s throat was an entrance wound -- and said so. 

At the time Perry testified before the Warren Commission in March, his early stotements about the 

entrance wound in the throat had become a considerable problem for the Commission. Counsel Arlen 

Specter undertook some damage control; 

SPECTER- Well, wdiat questions were asked of you and what responses did you give at that 

press conference? 

PERRY. Well, there were numerous questions asked, all the questions I cannot remember, 

of course. Specifically, the thing that seemed to be of the most interest at that 

pomt was actually trying to get me to speculate as to direction of the bullets the ^ 

number of bullets, and the exact cause of death. (Rmphe.u added) 

The first two questions I could not answer, and my reply to them was that 1 did not 

know, if fiiere were one or two bullets, and I could not categorically state about the 

Mtwt of wowdi whether it was an entrance or an exit wound, not haviny 

CBUnined the President further../38 (Emphasis added) 

The transcript of the press conference does reveal that both Perry and Dr. Kemp Qark said th^ were 

unsure tvfaether one or two bullets had struck the President, but Perry did maira a definif »taramanr about 

die throat wound, and nowhere in the transcript is found any refusal mr hesitancy in rharafreri»inj rhar 

wound as one of entrance. 

Allen OUUM of the V^tzen Commission joined in the damage control effort, suggesting Perry 

take each newspaper dipping which contained information about his press conferences and collect all 

incorrect” quotes atnibuted to them.^^ Commission records give no indication of whether or not Perry ever 

did this. 

As can be seen, the record shows that on the weekend of the assassination. Dr. Malcolm Perry 
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docribed the throat wound as an entrance wound - just as I have. And how did Dennis Breo and JAMA 

deal with Perry's new, conference statement? Terry appeared at the riotous pres, conference on the day 

of the assassination and said the fatal shot ’might have come from the fronc’-^O As has been shown. Perry 

also said three times that the throat wound had been inflicted from the front. Did Breo the record? 

CNote: See my addendum at the conclusion of this article for more on Arlen Spector and the throat 

wound.) 

DR. MARION T. Teppet* JENKINS 

Jenkins and Kennedy’s Head Wound 

In his CE 392, dated 4:30 P.M., three and one-half hours after seeing the President’s wound,, Dr. 

Jenkins described a 'great laceration of the right side of the head (temporal and occipitaD'+l Fourteen year, 

Uter, he told the HSCA: 'One segment of bone was blown out-this was a segment of occipital or tanporJl 

bone.”^^ 

Dr. Jenkins saw die same wound I saw ~ and described it in the same wa^. 

Jenkins and the Cerebellum 

Jenkins’ CE 392 describes 'herniation and laceration of great areas of the brain, even to the 

that the cerebeUum had protruded from the wound.'^^ ttsd&td under oath, 

Tartrf die brain was herniated; I really think part of the cerebeUum...was hanging out of the wound.'^ 

Jenkins has since stated.diat he 'mis-spoke' when he called die tissue cerebellar 

Dr. Jenkins airarendy was still 'mis-speaking' fourteen year, after die a««a««ina^«n he was 

deposed by the HSCA. A nmunary of his deposition states, "He [Jenkins] noted that a portion of the 

cerebeUum was hanging out frwn a hole in die right-rear of the head.'^^ 

And what iS]£AM&’* comment about Jenkins and the cerebeUum? IDr. Jenkins wrote in a 1963 report 

that K^rmei^s ’cerebeUum’ had been blown out when he meant .’cerebrum.’'^ A «nidy ofdie record show, 

that Jaildns ygoteff on the day of the assassination, swore to it before the Warren four 

later, dien swore to it again 14 year, later to the HSCAl 
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DR. JAMES CARRICO 

Carrico and Kennedy^ Head Wound 

Dr. Cameo was the first Parkland doctor to enter Trauma Room 1. A few hours later he wrote a 

description of the head wound he saw. Carrico recorded, The other wound had avulsed the calvarium and 

shredded brain tissue present and profuse oozing.*^^ In his Warren Commission testimony, he located the 

wound more specifically. T saw a large gaping wound located in the right occipitoparietal area.’^.and he 

told HSCA there was a "fairly large wound in the right side of the head, in the parietal, occipital area...That 

wound be above and posterior to the ear.*^^ 

Carrico and the Cerebellum 

In his Warren Commission testimony, Carrico said, "...the skull was fragmented and Ki—cerebral 

and cerebellar tissue."^® At another point in his questioning, he said, "I believe there was «KTHdtd 

macerated cerebral and cerebellar tissue both in the wounds and on die fragments of «kull to th^ 

dura. In his 1977 HSCA deposition. Cameo stated, "One could see blood and brains, both ceretmim 

cerebellum fragments in that wound."^^ 

Cameo and the Throat Wound 

In his CE 392 statement on Friday afternoon, Carrico did not specifically call die throat wound an 

entrance wound, but used another sinular word: "Two external wounds were noted. One small ptPT^n^'ng 

wound of mid-neck in lower 1/3.*^^ Before the Warren Commission, he gave the width of the throat wound 

before Perry's tracheostomy as S-B millimeters and said it was "fairly round, had no jaggad edges, no 

evidence of powder bums and so fotth."^ 

DR. CHARLES BAXIER 

Baxter and Kennys Head Wound 

On the aftenuxm of die assassination. Dr: Baxter wrote, "...the rt [sic] temporal and occipital bones 

were missing the brain was lying on die table."^^ Baxter then proceeded to read from his CE 392. When 

he got to the part dealing with bones being missing and the brain lying on the table (see above), Baxter is 

recorded as having read, "the temporal and parietal bones were missing and the brain was lying on the 
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text Baxter was supposed to be reading said 'occipital,' but Baxter, ^parendy reading his own 

handwriting, read die term as 'parietal,' a location further removed from the rear of the head. The reason 

for this "misread* is not known. 

Baxter and the Cerebellum 

Dr. Baxter testified that '...the cerebellum was present - a large quantity of the brain was present 

on the cait.'^® 

Baxter and the Throat Wound 

When he testified before the Warren Commission, Baxter conceded that the throat wound could have 

been either an entrance wound or an exit wound.^^ But his other statements about the wound are 

enlightening: 'this wound was, in my estimation, 4 to 5 mm in widest diameter and was a spherical 

wound...so that it was a very smaU.-^ 'Judging from the caliber of the rifle that we later found or 

acquainted with, this would more resemble a wound of entry.'^^ As late as spring of 1992, Dr. Baxter, od 

ABC-TVs '20-20,' stated that the wound he saw could have been eiflier and wound or an exit 

wound.*^ 

These arc flw statements, neaify an of them official, of the four Dallas docmn, fbcmafy colleague^ 

adw ridiculed me and my rianns in JAMA. Let's total the scorecard: 

1. I saw a wound in the badt of the head-occipital and paiietaL So did 

^ Baxter and Perry. Some say occipital and parietal, others say occipital and temporaL The 

otyipfed.heoe in the tear of the head is mentioned by an of us. The soe and nature of the 

wound is wry similar in an our descriptkms. 

2. 1 saw ceRbeilK thsue banging out of the large bead wound. So did Jdikins, Canico, 

%xter and Peocy. 

3. I saw a aman euirauoe wound in the front of the thioaL PenyealLwl ir am ptitrarifniiMitiai- 

Canico cadled it a ^icnetiating wound." Baxter stfll it could have been an 

wound. 
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aiHER DALLAS DOCTORS 

Many other Parkland doctors were present in Trauma Room 1 and they. too. wrote CE 392's and 

testified before the Warren Commission. Their statements further bolster my claims: 

HEAD WOUND 

Or. Kemp Clark 

CE 392-- two external wounds...the other in the occipital area of the skuU...a 

large wound of the occipitoparietal area."^ 

* WC testimony-T examined the wound in the back of the President's head."^ 

Noted...”presence of the much larger wound in the right occipital regiorr.*^ 

Dr. Paul Pecen 

* WC testimony—*! noted that there was a large defect in die occiput.*^ 

Dr. Ronald Janet f 

* WC testunony-There was a large defect in the back of the head.*^^ 

Dr. Gene Akin 

* WC testimony-*...in die back of die right occipitoparietal part of the «knn was shattered.*^ 

Dr. Robert McOdland 

* WC testimony-*! noted that the right posterior portion of the skull had been extremely 

^ blasted...some of the occqiital bone was fractured in its lateral halt*^ 

CEREBP.IJ.AR TtRSigr 

Dr. Kemp dark 

* CE 392-*Both cerebral and cerebellar tissue were extruding from the wound.*^® 

* WC testim<uqr-*...cerebrai and cerebellar tissue being damaged and eiq>osed.*^^...*dielost 

of cerebellar tittue...*^ 
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Dr. Paul Petm 

WC te*timony-'We saw the wound of entry in the throat and noted the large occipital 

wound.’^^ 

Dr. Ronald Jones 

*...a smaU hole in the midline of the neck drought to be a bullet entrance wound.’^^ 

Again with these doctors, we see the consistent "Dallas pattern' -small round wound in the front 

of the throat, large hole opening backward in the right rear of the head, and cerebral and cerebeUar tissue 

hangmg from the skull. It was clear to me that bullets had struck President Kennedy from the front 

THEAUTOPSy 

What I saw in the emergency room at Parkland Hospital forces me to disagree with the Bethesd^ 

autopsy report which concluded that the President was hit by two bullets 'fired from a point and 

somewhat above the level of the deceased.'75 The four doctors interviewed by «y they saw nothing 

which contradicts that &iding.^^ 

At this point, it must be noted than when the terms 'autopsy- and 'autopsy findings' are used, one 

must distinguish between the gytgpfy ffpom and the autopsy photographs and Y.r^ Even a casual 

examination reveals that the two do not match. Among the major 

1. The autcq)sy report locates a small entry wound in tire back of the head just to tire ti^ of 

the occq>ital protuberance.^ The HSCA medical panel, ^Tamining photographs and X-rays, 

placed this wound 4 inches higher, in the cowlick area, in a different bone, tire parietaL^® 

Thflsa of us.ydio treated Kennedy in Dallas saw no such «naii entry wound anyplace in the 

head. 

2. The autopsy report failed to pinpoint precisely where the bullet exited the head, but traffd 

that the large defect measured 13 cm across and involved the occipital, paWtai^ and 

temporal boires of the skull.^^ The HSCA medical panel, relying on the photos X-rays, 
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decided « bullet exited along the coronal suture, in front of the ear. The HSCA found the 

defect involved the parietal, temporal, and ft-ontal bones, but not the occipital.®® This placed 

the large skull defect further forward than the autopsy report located it, and considerably 

further forward than the wound we saw in Parkland. In addition, the wound described in 

both accounts at Bethesda is much larger than the wound I saw at the back of President 

Kennedy's head. 

The autopsy report stated that the tissue taken from the right cerebellar cortex revealed 

"extensive disruption of brain tissue with associated hemonhage."®^ Photographs of the 

brain examined by the HSCA are said to show no damage to the cerebellum, and the 

committee so reported in 1978.®^ Several of us saw the cerebellum hanging from the 

massive head wound and have so reponed, some imder oath. 

(There has been heated debate about the nature and location of an alleged wound in the Picsiden/s 

neck/back. However, since I never saw this wound, I have chosen not to discuss this controversy.) 

The four doctors who commented to Dennis Breo and to JAMA are reported to have found no 

problem with these photographs, in spite of the fact that they obviously show a head wound of a <iiff«ir»nr 

size in a totally different location than the one they saw and report^ on November 22. I great 

problems with any photograph which shows a completely inuct skull at a point where I saw a hole nearly 

die sj^ of my fisL I find great problems with any photograph which does not show cerebellar tissue 

shredded and hanging from that hole. I find great problems with any photograph which shows a large 

opening in front of the ear with a flap of skull hanging open there, where none of us observed any defect 

on November 22. Thege is no wsydutt I can reconcile the autopqr photographs I have seen with the wounds 

I Sana on John P.bnnai^sbodlr in Ttauma Room 1 at Parkland on November 22. That JAMA reports that 

my former colleagues say they can do so amazes me. 

Evidence has surfiured to indicate diat since the publication of the JABdA article, some of the 

Parkland doctors apparendy have tried to stake out a kind of compromise position which would allow them 

to stand by their previous statements about the head wound and still endorse the autopt^ photognqihs as 
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being legitimate. Within weeks of the pubUcation of the JAMA article, a forum about the 

held in Dallas. Dr. John^K. Lattimer was the principal speaker. Also in attendance, and forming a panel, 

were several Parkland doctors, including Carrico, Baxter, and Jenkins. I asked to be allowed equal to 

speak, but this was denied. So was my second request, to be permitted just 10 minutes in which to show 

a videotope presenting my view on the medical evidence. At this forum, several of the doctors said 

they would reconsider their sworn testimony about cerebeUar tissue being damaged and visible in Dallas.®^ 

This in spite of the fact that some of them had sworn to its presence as late as 14 years after die fect.®^ It 

was in trying to explain the obvious discrepancies between autopsy photographs of the back of Kennedy's 

head (where no damage is seen at all), and their Warren Commission and HSCA descriptions of a large 

wound and missing bone, scalp and hair, that Drs. Carrico and Jenkins came up with a new *reconciliation': 

dwy apparendy believe that die bead wound they saw is really there in die photographs after all - it is 

simply under the hair. In their current explanation, the scalp has been reflected by the p.rhni«j|>T, ^ 

being held in place. Thus, underneath die hair, shielded from die camera’s lens, is actually the 

occipitoparietal wound we all sawl 

In my opinion, diis is a completely untenable theory. The reasons for such an opinion are several: 

1. The photogrsqihs which depia the back of the head ate said to have been before 

dissection begaiL No incisions are visible on the head, no flqw are seen anywhere, and no 

Y'indsion is seeiL 

2. A secorid set of photographs showing the back of die head intact, have no hands hAtoing 

die head, so that it would be an impossibility that reflected fl^ of scalp ate being held in 

place. 

3. J^ray*, saidto show die skull, show no massive wound in the back of the heaui tin«tom*arh 

die scalp and hafr. 

4. The photographs show a large defect with a flap of scalp hanging from the «lmH in front 

of the tight ear. I did not see this, and by their own admission, the odier doctors did not 

see it. 
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5. Finally, what legitimate reason would the pathologists have for moving the reflected scalp 

and shielding such a crucial piece of evidence as an exit hole in the back of the hfid. 

especially since fliere are ijo pictures which show this defect? 

OP -niE THROAT WOUND 

Several autopsy photographs show what is alleged to be the tracheotomy incision which Idalcolm 

Perry made flirough a bullet hole in Kennedy's neck. When I first saw these photos, I was shocked at the 

size and character of die defect there. According to the autopsy report, die incision measures 6.5 cm in 

length. When Dr. Humes testified before the Warren Commission, he placed the length of the dffm at 

7-8 cm. The wound which I saw after Dr. Perry completed his woik looked nothing like what I saw in the 

photogrqihs taken at Bethesda. Dr. Perry had made a small and very neat transverse inri«jnn, {took it to 

be about 1 to 1-1/2 inches in length. It was certainly not of the length I saw in die autopsy phiKOfi Tl4 

gaping nature of the wound was also inconsistent with what I saw. When the body left Parkland there was 

no gaping, bloody defect in the fitmt of die throat, just the small bullet hole and the riiin Une of Perry's 

incision. 

According to the JAMA article, the four Dallas doctors have no problem in reconciling the autopsy 

photos with the tracheotomy incision they observed. T was right diere and the tracheostomy 1 observed 

the autopsy photos look the same ~ very compatible,* Dr. Baxter is quoted as having said.^ Dr. Carrico said, 

Tve seen the autopsy photos and they are very compadble to the actual tracheostomy.*^ *Thsy are die 

same,* is the comment attributed to Dr. Jenkins.*^^ Dr. Perry qualified his response: *Of course, tissues sag 

and stretch after death, but any suggestion that this wound was intentionally enlarged is wrong.*^ 

Once again, there is a previous record, however. In 1966, direc of these doctors estimated the 

length the indsioo Petty made in Kennedy’s throat Their responses were recorded by a researcher. Dr. 

Carrico said it was *between two and three centimeters ~ which is close to an inch.*^^ Dr. Perry, who made 

die incision, estimated it at *2-3 centimeters,* vdiile Or. Baxter remembered it as *ioughly an inch and a 

halt*^ 
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Now, in 1992, thet* men are said to believe that there is no contradiction between what they saw 

and the 6^ CO 8 cm gash shown in the autopsy photographs. It seems to me that the reader wiU have to 

decide which is the accurate response - an interview recorded in 1966 or an interview done twenty-six years 

later. 

I MW that moaion. I al» MW the occipitoparietal head wound. When I am shown alleged autopsy 

photographs which depict wounds that differ so markedly ftom those 1 saw at Parkland. I have no choice 

bitt to condude that someone had gone to a great deal of trouble to present a difeent stoty than we had 

teen at Parkland. The result of those wound differences caused the body of Pterident Kennedy to appear 

more like it had been shot from the rear and less like it was shot from the front 

QBSKRVfNTt THE HEAD WOUND 

The JAMA article seeks to minimize the significance of what we saw in Dallas by implying that thef 

doctors were occupied with life-saving measures and did not have an opportunity to look at the head wound 

carefully; In feet. Dr. Jenkins doubts if any of the Parkland physicians even had a good look at the 

President’s head...*^ 

Once again, though, drere’s that pesi^ record: 

* Dr. Kemp dark - T examined the wound in the back of the President’s head.’^ 

Dr. Robert MedeUand - 'As I took the position at the head of the uble, I was in such a 

position that I could very closdy examine the head wound.*®® 

* Dr. Jenkins was interviewed for an article in the American Medical News in 197a In diet 

article. Dr. Je&a said. "It may be that I and Malcolm Perry (MD) [sic] were the first ones 

aaw of thahead ir^. We were standing at the patient’s head and with that thick shock 

of hair, when he was lying supine on the stretcher, it really didn’t show that he had part 

of his head bloMm away and part of his cerebellum was hanging out*®® TTiis, «nre again 

pinpoints the location of the wound at the rear of die head. Nom also that in 1978, Dr. 
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Jenkina stiU recaUed the cerebeUum - supposedly undamaged ~ as being blown out of the 

woimd. 

At the Dallas forum last May, one of Jenkins’ colleagues related an incident which further 

emphasizes that the head wound w§s seen and examined in Dallas. According to the 

account given there, the Parkland team considered opening President Kennedy’s chest and 

massaging the heart in that manner. Dr. Jenkins then said, -Before you open that chest, 

you’d better step up and take a look at this head wound." The chest was not opened.^ 

Theie is ample evidence that we did see the head wound. It is a simple fact that neariv every DalU, 

dMt9Fi whllt w4gr oath, was asked bv the Warren Commission where the head Ra<-|| 

<l9fl9r Plm4 yy9iffl4 in tb^ back of Kennedy’s head. Not one of them said he did nnr l^^w. could not 

rmanber. or did not have an opportunity to observe. 

SUMMARY 

Without ever having taUied with me, JAMA Editor Dr. George Lundbeig called my book, JFK: 

CgBIPinKY gf "« »*d fisbrication based on unsubstantiated allegations.*^ In contrast, he proclaimed 

the JAMA to be information which "is scientificaUy sound,"^fuinishes the definitive history of what 

happened," and "provides irrefuttble proof that President Kennedy was killed by two buUeti that struck 

him above aiul behind."^®^ The record, however, indicates otherwise. 

1. Drs. Peny, Cairico, Jenkins and Baxter apparendy chose to partic^te in an article in diis 

magazine which distorted the facts of this case. 

2. These doctors had already created a record concerning the wounds of President Kennedy - 

- Axecord began just after they saw the body, a record sworn to under 

3. Their record describes a large wound at the rear of President Kmatd^$ head, the «««»- 

wound vdiich I wrote about in Conspiracy of Silence. 

4. Their record describes a small wound in the front of the throat, just as I saw and dtKrihtd 

One of the doctors (Perry) called this an entrance wound within two hours of it, and 
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another CBazter) admitted in 1992 that is could have been an entrance wound. 

5. Their record describes cerebeUar tissue extruding from the head wound, just as I described 

it in my book. 

6. Photographs of the back of President Kennedy's head show no wound where they (and I) 

saw a large wound. They say these photos are compatible with their observations. I say 

the autopsy photographs caimot be reconciled with what I saw at Paridand. 

7. Photographs of President Kennedy’s throat show a defect more than twice as long as the 

tracheotomy incision I remember and more than twice the lengdi these doctors had earlier 

estimated. They say the photograph is "very compatible* with what tiiey saw at Parkland 

on November 22. 

Th* r*cord, standing in stark contrast to the statements the four doctors are quoted as having made 

in the May '92 article, will not go away. It's a pity that Dennis Bteo and JAMA chose to ignore tiui 

record. 

Cbaries A. Crenshaw, MJJ. 

March, 1993 



ADDENDUM 

AWi^N ?>PP.CrER AND HISTORYS MOST HYPOTHETICAL OUESnON 

When the various Paridand doctors appeared before the Warren Commission, their testimonies were 

taken by staff counsel Arlen Specter, now a United States Senator from Pennsylvania. The had 

a great problem concerning the throat wound, which all these doctors had seen and many had dfKribfd 

as being veiy small, smooth-edged and rounded -- characteristics of an entrance wound. In fac^ several if 

the doctors had called die wound an entrance wound by the time dieir statements were fair*" narti 

in March of 1964. 

Instead of simply asking the doctors, *Was diis an entrance wound or an exit wound?” or *What 

did this wound look like to you?*, Spector concocted vidiat must be the most convoluted and hypothetical 

question in history. This question with minor variations was put to each of die Dallas docu»s who saw 

Kennedy’s body; 

Specton ‘Assuming some factors in addition to those which you personally observed. Dr. Baxter, 

what would your opinion be if these additional facts were present: First, die President had a bullet 

wound entry on the ri^t posterior thorax just above the upper border of the scapula widi die 

wound nieasuring 7 by 7 mm. in oval shape, being 14 cm. from the tip of the right acromion process 

and 14 cm. below the t^ of the right mastoid process ~ assume this is the set of facts, that the 

wound just described was caused by a 6.5 mm. bullet shot from apptoxunately 160 to 250 feet away 

from the President, from a weapon having a muzzle velocity of apptoxunately 2,000 feet per second, 

assuming as a diird factor that the bullet passed through the President's bo<ty, going in between the 
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str^ mmel«* of th« dtoulder without violating the pleura space and exited at a point in the miHlin* 

of *e neck, would the hole which you saw on the President’s throat be rnmi«ri>nr with an exit 

wound, assuming the factors which I have just given to you?*^^ 

In diis amazing, 180-word hypothetical question. Specter has asked the doctors, Tf the buUetsS^ 

fiom the htmt of Kennedy's throat, could the wound in the hoot of Kennedy's thrtmt have been an ^rir 

wound?" 
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PHOTOGRAPHS AND CAPTIONS FOR CRENSHAW ARTICLE 

"LETS SET THE RECORD STRAIGHT" 

PHOTO NO. (»ffi 

1. is labeled "No. 1" on the slide margin 

2. consists of 4 photos to be arranged side-by-side in this orden 

(a) 1-A Dr. Carrico 

Cb) 1-B Dr. McQeiland 

(c) 1-C Dr. Jeitkins 

(d) 1-D Dr. Crenshaw 

3. CAPTION: Dr. Carrico Oeft), Dr. Mcddland (second fimm left). Dr. 

(tiunO. and I indkate where each recalls the large opening m the back of the 

President's head. (Prim vkleo by KRON-TV, IjoQ, and ABCs-ragfadin& 

PHOTO NO. TWO 

1. is labeled "No. 2" on'~slide margin 

2. Shows Dr. Perry and Dr. dark at press conference in Parkland classroom 

37 CAPTICM: Dr. Malrohn Perry (ri^) during press at Paridand 

Time is 2:18 Pl^ less than two hours Peny did a tiadieoscaa^ on 

Ptesidcnt Kimnat^. Three rimes during this ^ess coofisencev Dr. Peny rcfiened to the 

Presideufs Ihnwr wound as an entrance wound. 

PHOTO NO. THREE 

1. is labeled "No. 3" on slide margin 

2. is a closet^) of Kennedy's riuoat wound and incision 

3. CAPTION: Kennedy’s throat as seen in autopsy photograph. Autx^My report says this defect 
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m 6J5 an in Iwigih. In his Wancn Commission testiniaigf. Dr. Hum— the imigrii ^ 

7-8 an. Dr. Pcny estimated the length of the wwMmn he at 2-3 fm- The I 

saw at PaiUand Hoqntal was «nall and nea^ nothing i»if* what this photngnqili shows. 

PHOTO NO. FOUR 

1. is labeled *No. 4* on slide margin 

2. is autopsy photograph showing back of President’s head 

3. CAPTKRii: This autc^sy photogr^ih shows the back of Keonei^s bead mmpletirfy intacL 

Compare this with Picture No. 1. All of the Paikland doctor's described a large deHect at the 

rear of the bead, with bone sprung open and brain protruding. 
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To Ihc Edkor of JAMA: 

1 continue to b« amazed and disgusted by JAMA’s biased and unfair coverago of isst|«s petlaining 

Q> the assassinarion of Praudant John P. Kennedy. It is probably unprecedented for an allegedly 

and professional journal to Oeat such a controversial subject in such an unscientific and unprofessional way. 

It ta litda wonder that the omudialminf majori^ of Americans disbelieve the singla Ihmythat 

MMA has tried so hard to sdL If that were not enough. Dr. Lundbcig and Mr. Breo ««cnt funlrcr to 

me and to attack my book. jfK Cwwiliqr of SUgoa. which is based upon my professloaal observadons 

Ut PaiMand 1 lospital on the tragic weekend of November 22.19(>3. Or. Ijindberg and Mr. Brao. 1thare. 

and 1 jjlj^Me a small wound in President Kennedy's threat that was consistcnl wiihan eniiuncc wound asid 

a large hole in the back of President Kenned/s head that was consisicni with an cut wound. Additionally, 

nqr obatwattoos are patfeedy conststant with dia stataownu of medical personiNl at Parkland {nuocdiatnly 

after the assassination and the sworn tesdinony presented to the Warren CMiunission. In Ihci^itot one single 

person - from Mn. Keimedy to the Dallas doctors and nurses C27 people at last coum) - saw the wounds 

as desdibed in th« JAMA article. Urns, what 1 have said is nothing new; ladicr, what is naw is tiui 1 want 

public with the facia (not dMorks) about what 1 saw almost thirty years ago- 

Witbout aver havinf taUwd with me. Dr. Limdbeig pronounced my beok*~ji sad fabcicaiion baaed 

open unsubstantiated allegadoos.* In ceatrasf. he declared the JAMA article to he *. jrtimriflfaHy f^gpd/ 

ftmiiahiiig *.~ihe deffciidw histoiy of artrat happened,* and providing '...irxcAiiabIc proof that President 

Kannedy was killed ^ two buBets that struck him ftom above and behind.* The rocord, howeoar, is 

ethcfwise. If the recent misuse and abuse of JAMA to present an unscicotiSc and uneldectivp view ef the 

JFK case were not so harmAil, it would merely be sad and unfortunate; but ft has gone bqondihal. What’ll 

worse, JAMA has refused to apologize or retract anything that has been said; or to altampt to bo balaoced 
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i}‘hf ' ?< 

I •^•■*>«aM4aMc.«,,ta«l«„a^^.^ »>*oo.m*l«ilwi»d. 

! atoiDuly caonol «l..,wcl, .ddio J1 rf Uie • ” “*«r.»«ilifa, wkldi 

f mkUopKuUuu cauMd riiM^. coiit«n«l ,« u>c prior article, an4 liM^ 

I stand ready to provide the public with a j t .. 

:I^M^s maccurace and defematoiy remada »hi>ut me an<i k^i. 
^ 0- 

Yours tniiy. 

Total of 451 words 

Chades A. Crumhaw, M.D. 





LETTER TO THE EDFIOR 

DALLAS MORNING NEWS 

The June 28,1992 edition of The Dallas Morning News carried an editorial concerning my book JFK: 

Conspiracy of Silence (Charies A. Crenshaw, M.D. with Jens Hansen and J. Gary Shaw; Signet). The 

editorial, written by Larry Sutherland, stated that my book is ’peddling lies,* questioned my credibiUty, and 

accused me of making 'asinine comments.’ The editorial concluded by endorsing an that my 

motives in writing the book were ’a desire for personal recognition and monetary gain.’ ^ 

The accusations are untrue and damaging. 

My response to these personal attacks is to point out the factual errors, distortions, and 

misstatements contained in die editorial. Primarily, JFK: Conspiracy of Sdence relates my personal account 

of the events of the Kennedy assassination. It includes details of three tragic days at Parkland Hospital when 

I was a surgical resident, including my perspective of these events. 

Sutherland wrote diat, ’There are two major claims by Dr. Crenshaw in the book.* My first fiaim 

stated^^the editorial, is that the fatal wound to President Keimedy entered the firont. Yes, widiout doubt, I 

firmly believe the president was shot fix>m the fironq not only in the head, but also in die throat. 

On that fateful day in 1963, ^ of the surgeons in the operating room, and numerous other 

wimesses, believed Kennedy was shot at least once from the front Testifying under oadi, nin* physicians 

who viewed the president’s head wound at Parkland reported seeing a large defect in die back of die 

president’s head, indicative of an exit wound. 

To refute this claim, Sutherland cites my fellow physicians Malcolm Perry, M. T. Jenkins, Charles 

Baxter and Jim Carrico. These four doctors, states Sutherland, in interviews published in a May ’92 article 
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tftfac Journal of the American Medical Agsociarion (JAMA), '...all contend chat President Kennedy was struck 

from behind and above." However, wrhat Sutherland fails to point out is that these same four doctors, while 

tesniymg yfl jffr Qith before the Warren Commission in 1964, described a large wound in the back of the 

president’s head. These eariy sworn descriptions are indicative of a wound of eait by a shot from 

the front, and are in total conflict with the official autopsy. 

Sutherland admits in the editorial that, "WUliam Kemp aark, another Parkland physician working 

on the president, also believed he saw a large gaping hole in the rear of the president’s head." It appears 

that Sutherland made no attempt to conuct the other physicians present that day who agree with Dr. Qark 

and me, nor did he conuct me to ascertain my "credibility" on this or any other "claim" in my book. 

With regard to these four doctors who now cake exception to my description of the president’s 

wounds, Sutherland also asserts that they, "...had a more important role than Dr. Crenshaw in trying to save 

the president..." Placed in proper context, to is not true. Of the six minor surgical procedures performe^ 

on President Kermedy, I did die cutdown on his right leg. There was nothing done to the president which 

could be considered "major” ~ all procedures performed were of a resusciutive and life-saving nature. 

Just as I am not alone in my opinion regarding the president’s head wound, neither am I alone 

regardmg the fliroat wound. Dr. Malcolm Perry was the physician who performed dte tracheostomy on the 

dying president, making the necessary incision through the throat wound. Widiin two hours of the surgery, 

at a press conference, he described the throat wound three separate times as an "entrange woii^<i|* and stated 

that the bullet which caused die wound was "coming ar* the president. Dr. Ronald Jones, anodier attending 

physician, also called die wound an "entrance wound* in his report filed that day. Dr. Paul Peters, who also 

assisted, was still calling it an entrance wound four months later when he testified before the Warren 

Commission. 

My decision to go public, after 28 years of silence, came after viewing the presidents autopsy photos. 

These so-called "official" photos in no way depicted the wounds we observed on President Kenneth’s bo<fy 

at Parkland Hospital. As Sutherland correedy stated, "Those photos show no large exit wound at the rear 

of die head." Sutherland then adds that this "...should dispel the notion of a shot coming from the front..." 
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Is Sutherland qualified to draw conclusions on what the numerous physicians, as well as othen present that 

day, thought and testified? (Additional 'official’ photos appear to show a wound or wounds in the 

president's back, evidence which I cannot dispute. In our resuscitative efforts at Parkland, we never had 

time to determine all of his wounds before his death.) 

Sutherland continued his attack and wrote that my claims concerning the president’s head wounds 

were in contradiction "to [the] unanimous findings of a nine-member panel of forensic pathologists hired 

to study the head wound for the House Select Committee on Assassinatiotu in the late 197ffs.'' Sutherland 

should have informed his readers that these findings - which came founeen years after the assassination - 

- were based on the "official" photographs and X-rays, and are in conflict with the observadoiu of at least 

27 people who actually saw the wounds that weekend. Not one single person - from Mr« 

Pilla? dbcwn and nurses •: saw the wounds as the autopsv photographs show them. 

It is noteworthy to comment that' the same panel of forensic pathologists who studied flic 19^ 

autopsy report concluded that the report was "incomplete" and "inaccurate"; that the pathologists v^o 

performed the autopsy "...had insufficient training and eiqperience to evaluate a deafli fix>m gunshot wounds"; 

and that the location of the head wound was "incorrect." I had believed that the best forensic pathologists 

in our nation would perform the autopsy on President Kennedy. I regret that this did not happen. It is 

surprising that The Dallas Morning News followed the publication of the JAMA article with an editorial 

lauding the two autopsy doctors for publishing "the facts." The editorial added, "This is in starit contrast 

with many of those who have profited by writing Keimedy assassination books [which arc] heavy on 

paranoia and light on facts." 

Is it because I disagree with the "official" version of the highly suspicious pathological examination 

of the slain president that The News and Sutherland say I am "peddling lies?" Are my observadoiu of the 

assassinadon flireatening to the "official" version? Obviously, an entrance wound to the front of flic throat, 

an exit wound in the back of the head, and an entrance wound(s) in the president’s back meant at least two 

assassins, one of which could not have been acaued assassin Lee Harvey Oswald. 

My second "major claim" in Cotupiracv of Silence, writes Sutherland, is that, "President Lyndon 
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Johnson called Dr. Crenshaw as he and ocher physicians were trying to save the life of Mr. Oswald...Mr. 

Johnson allegedly told Dr. Crenshaw over the phone; ’1 want a deathbed confession from the accused 

assassin.’* Sutherland wrote that this was "hard to believe." 

I never said President Johnson called igg personally. A man called requesting to to someone 

in the operating room, and I was asked to take the call. Corroboration to the fact of this call indiidei Phyllis 

Bartlett, former Parkland Hospital switchboard chief, who vividly remembers receiving the call from a man 

who identified himself as ~ and sounded like - President Johnson. Additional verification is provided by 

Dr. Phillip E. Williams, then an intern, who told the New York Times (May 26, 1992 edition), that he 

remembered someone say, *the White House is calling and President Johnson wants to know what the status 

of Oswald is.* And still furfirer confirmation is found in official FBI documents which state that agents were 

ordered to the operating room where they doimed robes and masks with the intent of obtaining a 

confession from the alleged assassin. ^ 

Finally, Sutherland singles out as the ‘most asinine" of my comments my publisher's news release 

which spoke of "Robert Kennedy’s involvement in a possible coverup.* I never made such an allegarinn in 

the book. What was actually written about the president's brother concerned missing autopsy mareriaU and 

comments he made at San Fernando State College during his 1968 presidential campaign. These mim'ng 

autopsy materials, which have never been recovered, would be crucial to any reinvestigation of die 

president’s death. Prior to their disappearance, they were in the care and control of Robert Kennedy. His 

comment at San Fernando State College, three days before his own assassination, indicates diat be was 

suspicious of the *<^Bdal* conclusions about die president’s murder. RFK told students, "Only die powe^ 

of the Presidency will reveal the secrets of my brother's death." In light of his acdons, it is not unwarranted 

speculation to suggest that RFK, if elected president, anticipated producing the *missing* autopsy materials 

and ordering a reinvestigation into President Keimedys death. 

In conclusion. The Dallas Morning NewsA.arrv Sutherland editorial determined that my ‘credibility* 
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is in "critical condition": that I am guilty of making "asinine comments"; and dtat my book. Conspiracy of 

Silence, is "peddling lies." My book was not written as a historical treatise, but as die recollection of a major 

event in my life, one that affected me, the history or our nation, and the world. Sutherland’s editorial 

appears to be another example of unjustified and defamatory remarks intended to enhance the highly 

controversial "official" version of John F. Kennedy's assassination, thereby perpetuating die conspiracy of 

silence. 

Total of 1562 words 





{Charles Crenshaw} 

The June 28,1992 cdition-of The Dallas Morning News carried a Viewpoints column concerning 
my book JFK: Conspiracy of Silence. The column, written by Larry Sutherland, stated that 
my book is "peddling liw," questioned my credibility, and accused me of making "asinine 
comments. The viewpoint concluded by endorsing an allegation that my motives in writing the 

book were "a desire for personal recognition and monetary gain." 

My response to these personal attacks is to point out, in my opinion, the factual errors, 

distortions, and misstatements contained in the column. Primarily, JFK: Conspiracy of Silence 

relates my personal account of the events of the Kennedy assassination. It includes details of 
three tragic days at Parkland Hospital when I was a surgical resident, including my perspective 
of these events. 

Mr. Sutherland wrote about "two major claims by Dr. Crenshaw in the book." The first claim 
stated that the fatal wound to President Kennedy entered the front. Yes, without doubt, I firmly 
believe the president was shot from the front; not only in the head, but also in the throat. 

On that fateful day in 1963, all of the surgeons in the operating room, and numerous otl^r 

witnesses, believed President Kennedy was shot at least once from the front. Testifying un4^ 
oath, nine physicians who viewed the president’s head wound at Parkland reported seeing a large 
defect in the back of the president’s head, indicative of an exit wound. 

To refute this claim, Mr. Sutherland cites my fellow physicians Malcolm Perry, M. T. Jenkins, 

Charles Baxter and Jim Carrico. These four doctors, states Mr. Sutherland, in interviews 
published in a May ‘92 article of the Journal of the American Medical Association (JAMA), 

"...all contend that President Kennedy was struck from behind and above." 

However, what Mr. Sutherland fails to point out is that these same four doctors, while testifying 
under oath before the Warren Commission in 1964, described a large wound in the back of the 

president’s head. These early sworn descriptions are indicative of a wound of exit caused by 

a shot from the front, and are in total conflict with the official autopsy. 

Mr. Sutherland admits that, "William Kemp Clark, another Parkland physician working on the 

president, also believed he saw a large gaping hole in the rear of the presidents head." It 

appears that Sutherland made no attempt to contact the other physicians present that day who 

agree with Dr. Clark and me, nor did he contact me to ascertain my credibility on this or any 

"claims" in my book. 

Mr. Sutherland also asserts that these four doctors who now take exception to my description 

of the president’s wounds "...had a more important role than Dr. Crenshaw in trying to save the 

president..." Placed in proper context, this is not true. Of the six minor surgical procedures 

performed on President Kennedy, I did the cutdown on his right 1^. There was nothing done 

to the president which could considered "major" -• all procedures performed were of a 

resuscitadve and life-saving nature. 
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Just as I am not alone in my opinion regarding the president’ head wound, neither am I alone 
regarding the throat wound. Dr. Malcolm Perry was the physician who performed the 
tr^heostomy on the dying president, making the necessary incision through the throat wound. 

Within two hours of the surgery, at a press conference, he described the throat wound three 

sq)ar^ times as an "entrance wound" and stated that the bullet which caused the wound was 
coming at the president. Dr. Ronald Jones, another attending physician, also called the wound 

an entice wound" in his report filed that day. Dr. Paul Peters, who also assisted, was still 
calling it an entrance wound four months later when he testified before the Warren Commission. 

My decision to go public, after 28 years of silence, came after viewing the president’s autopsy 

photos. These so-called "official" photos in no way depicted the wounds we observed on 
Presittent Kennedy’s body at Parkland Hospital. As Mr. Sutherland correctly stated, "Those 
photos show no large exit wound at the rear of the head." Mr. Sutherland then adds that this 

"...should dispel the notion of a shot coming from the front..." 

Is the column writer qualified to draw conclusions on what the numerous physicians, as well as 
others present that day, thought and testified? (Additional "official" photos appear to show a 
wound or wounds in the president’s back, evidence which I cannot dispute. In our resuscitativc 
efforts at Parkland, we never had time to determine all of his wounds before his death.) ^ 

Mr. Sutherland wrote that my claims concerning the president’s head wounds were in 

contradiction "to (the) unanimous findings of a nine-member panel of forensic pathologists hired 
to study the head wound for the House Select Committee on Assassinations in the late 1970’s." 

Mr. Sutherland should have informed his readers that these findings — which came 14 years after 
the assassination — were based on the "official" photographs and x-rays, and are in conflict with 
the observations of at- least 27 people who actually saw the wounds that weekend. Not one 
single person — from Mrs. Kennedy to the Dallas doctors and nurses ~ saw the wounds as the 

autopsy photogr^hs show them. 

It is. noteworthy to comment that the same panel of forensic pathologists who studied the 1963 

autopsy report concluded that the report was "incomplete" and "inaccurate"; that the pathologists 
who performed the autopsy "...had insufficient training and experience to evaluate a death from 

gunshot wounds"; and that the location of the head wound was "incorrect." 

I had believed that the best forensic pathologists in our nation would perform the autopsy on 
President Kennedy. I r^ret that this did not happen. It is surprising that The Dallas Morning 

News followed the publication of the JAMA article with a Viewpoints column lauding the two 

autopsy doctors for publishing "the facts." The column added, "this is in stark contrast with 
many of those who have profited by writing Kennedy assassination books (which are) heavy on 

paranoia and light on fiuts." 

It is because I disagree with the "official" version of the highly suspicious pathological 

examination of the slain president that the column says I am "peddling lies?" Are my 

observations of the assassination threatening to the "official" versions. Obviously, kn entrance 

wound to the front of the throat, an exit wound in the back of the head, and an entrance 
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wound(s) in the presidents back meant at least two assassins, one of which could not have been 

accused assassin Lee Harvey Oswald. 

My second "major claim" in Conspiracy of Silence, writes Mr. Sutherland, is that, "President 
Lyndon Johnson called Dr. Crenshaw as he and other physicians were trying to save the life of 
Mr. Oswald...Mr. Johnson allegedly told Dr. Crenshaw over the phone: "I want a deathbed 
confession from the accused assassin.’" Mr. Sutherland said that ^s was "hard to believe." 

I never said President Johnson called me personally. A man called requesting to speak to 

someone in the operating room, and I was asked to take the call. Coirc^rating this call is 

Phyllis Bartlett, former Parkland Hospital switchboard chief, who vividly remembers receiving 
the call from a man who identified himself as — and sounded like — President Johnson. 
Additional verification is provided by Dr. Phillip E. Williams, then an intern, who told The New 
York Times, in the May 26, 1992 edition, that he remembered someone say, "the White House 

is calling and President Johnson wants to know what the status of Oswald is." And still further 
confirmation is found in official FBI documents which state that agents were ordered to the 
operating room where they donned robes and masks with the intent of obtaining a deathbed 

confession from the alleged assassin. 

Finally, Mr. Sutherland singles out as the "most asinine" of my comments my publisher’s njtrs 
release which spoke of "Robert Kennedy’s involvement in a possible cover-up." I never made 
such an allegation in the book. What was actually written about the president’s brother 

concerned missing autopsy materials and comments he made at San Fem^o State College 
during his 1968 presid«itial campaign. These missing autopsy materials, which have never been 

recovered, would be crucial to any reinvestigation of the president’s death. Prior to their 
disappearance, they were in the care and control of Robert Kennedy. 

His comment at San Fernando State College, three days before his own assassination, indicates 
that he was suspicious of the "official" conclusions about the president’s murder. RFK told 
students, "Only the powers of the Presidency will reveal the secrets of my brother’s death." In 

light of his actions, it is not warranted speculation to suggest that RFK, if elected president, 
anticipated producing the "missing" autopsy materials and ordering a reinvestigation into 

President Kennedy’s death. 

My book was not written as a historical treatise, but as the recollection of a major event in my 

life, one that affected me, the history of our nation, and the world. The Viewpoints column by 
Larry Sutherland appears to be another example of unjustified remarks intended to enhance the 

highly controversial "official* version of John F. Kennedy’s assassination, thereby perpetuating 

the conspiracy of silence. 

Dr. Charles Crenshaw was a surgical resident at Parkland Ho^ital who was in the operating 
room on the day of the Kennedy assassination. He is the author, with Jens Hansen and J. Gary 

Shaw of JFK: Conspiracy of Silence, published by Signet. 
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